
Chapter 4: 
The second day is the League of Legends 2016 Spring Final.
The nursery rhymes got up early, and after two bottles of
empty mineral water bottles, they were particularly resentful
of what the **** had stolen her water yesterday - she was so
high! That person is the fire of the Sun Wukong crystal or
what! Why are you not looking for a job when your vision is
so good? !
After brushing his teeth, wash his face, grab the phone and see
the team manager’s WeChat, saying that they are ready to start
the race to the venue, ask the nursery rhyme to go with the
team’s car or go to themselves…
The nursery rhyme looked at herself in the glasses, and the
hair was messy and pale with her own dark circles. This ghost
looks scared that the future teammates made it difficult for
them to play the game. So they smiled and returned to the
manager. Not too far, just two steps will come, I will go by
myself, and then the nursery rhyme will not dare to continue to
be lazy, jump into the bathroom to take a shower and wash his
hair…
An hour later, the nursery rhymes came to the stadium in front
of the spring finals and joined the queue of long queues.
In front of her are the boys of the age of twenty, the dress of
ordinary college students; in front of these two college
students is a group of girls, who carry bags in their hands, with
hundreds of folded aids in their bags. The hand is blue and
white, and because the team logo of the ck team is red and
black, the nursery rhyme guesses that this is probably a fan of
her future family, and several of the girls still hold the cartoons
of Lu Sicheng and Ming Shen. The image of the luminous
hand, the aid card, at this moment they are excited to discuss
the upcoming game, the moment -
“Is the women watching the game or the Ouba concert?” The
college student in front of the nursery rhymes whispered to his
friend, “I really bothered these female powders, and copied the
Korean star.” Bringing the e-sports circle, I don’t know if there
are any 30 levels in the game and I will run to see the game.
Those players will be able to scream for a long time…
“Yeah, yeah, I watched the live broadcast at that time, and
there was something ‘Don’t kill him’. I rely on it, and mine me



–”
“It was a man’s game. I don’t know what the women are
doing. It is estimated that the heroes can’t recognize it. The
gold segment is also a big hand in their view. I watched the
game and a woman asked me behind me. What is it alone, I
almost fainted!”
The man said and said, as if he suddenly felt a dimly looking
back, the result was a pair of sloppy eyes. He stunned and
fixed his eyes and found himself standing behind him. Is also a
sister -
Short hair, wearing a cap, crotch t-shirt flip-flops, this will be
looking at the aliens and looking at the aliens.
The two of them were embarrassed.
“It’s all fans. Isn’t there anyone who is more noble than
watching a game?” The nursery rhyme cleared his voice and
raised his hands to clarify. “First, I know that you are in the
middle, that is the way to the middle.”
Boy a: “…”
Boy b: “Oh, we don’t really say that all the girls are like this,
just say a few individual ones… Hey, which district are you?”
Nursery rhymes: “The national service is in the area of   Ionia.”
Boy b: “Electric one! I am electric five… national service or
something, you still play hanbok?”
Nursery rhymes: “Yes.”
Because the national service has reached the top.
First, oh.
The boy’s eyeball turned around in the eyelid: “What position
does Hanbok?”
Tong Tong smiled and said: “The king, just recently.”
Then she saw the two boys in front of me blindly, they were
silent, then exchanged a look, and finally laughed at the same
time, while the scorn in the eyes of boys became more
obvious… Then they did not Then talk to the nursery rhymes,
but choose to turn around and use the voice that the nursery
rhyme can hear to “whisper” -
“Ha ha ha ha ha she said she is the king of hanbok!”
“The old man who can’t get the word can’t get it. It’s
estimated that the game client didn’t download it. It’s also
hanbok the king. It’s open, and it’s not a concept before the
hanbok king.”



“Oh, I am taking these young ladies.”
The nursery rhyme touched her face and wondered if she
didn’t have a face that was “I am a master”? How can you be
questioned by others?
Fortunately, at this time the team has begun to move forward,
the audience began to enter, so the nursery rhymes can finally
continue to endure the two little brothers in front of her
questioning her, entered the venue and went to the direction of
her ticket go with—
Because it was a ticket issued by the team, she got an infield
ticket that was very close to the game table. When she got to
the place, she found that the group of girls who had the helper
and the light card were sitting in a place not far away from her.
… When she sat in, one of them was looking at the bag and
looked ready to send the hand. The girl smiled at her when she
passed the nursery rhyme. He whispered: “Thank you for
speaking for us.”
Hey, did they hear it?
“No,” said the nursery rhyme. “I’m just listening to what this
is a man’s game. I’m not happy. The third leg that can be used
is the keyboard or the mouse… and you’re ready to do this. If
you look at the game with more things, how can you know that
the big masters who are picking and picking up are more than
happy? Even if the players know it, they should be very
happy.”
“Well, hope.” The sister rolled up her hair and smiled
helplessly. “I posted a post to see someone saying that God is
going to retire. I am chasing him to watch the game in the
north and the north. I am also dissatisfied with the 30th grade.
Paragraph, maybe today is the last one, and when the gods
retired, I will retreat.”
“…”
“I am going to send a support hand.” The sister said, pulling
out a bag from the bag to the nursery rhymes. “Sit in this half
of the area, are you also China Telecom’s powder? Give it to
you.”
“Oh,” the nursery rhyme looked at the well-made hand in his
hand. “How much?”
Said to go to the wallet.
Who knows the words in front of the girls, then laughed and



laughed, one of them turned and grabbed the handle to the
nursery rhythm of the girl and said: “These are all sent to the
fans, how can you ask for money! After a while, cheering
loudly Just fine!”
The nursery rhyme suddenly felt that he was very special, and
put his wallet back in a sly look. When he turned around, he
found that the girl had turned and ran to the back to send the
support hand and other small teams around the team -
The long hair, slender back looks like a heavy bag with a step
and a step up. The nursery rhyme looks at the idiot. She is full
of thoughts: these girls are so cute! It’s so happy to be able to
play professionally by these girls! The brains of those rough
men who dislike them are in the middle of what happened!
……
It was not until half an hour later that the finalists of the two
teams entered the game, and the attention of the nursery
rhymes returned to the theme.
I saw that the lights on the scene were dark, so the light was
gathered on the stage in the center of the stadium. At first, the
host summarized the results of the two teams this season, and
then the players of the two teams were in his summary. The
sound came in from both sides of the stage - the middle of the
stage was the trophy of the spring finals, and the ten players of
the ck team and the zgdx team stood in front of the trophy,
then screamed with the fans under the stage, waving their
hands…
The atmosphere at the scene was immediately warm!
“Ah, ah, ah, honest brother!”
“Cheng Ge married me!”
“Ming God will win another championship!”
“Yangshen is invincible! I am a fish in the wild area!”
The fans sitting next to the nursery rhymes are desperately
screaming and screaming the names of their favorite players,
both men and women, everyone is excited to jump up and
down, and they are red and thick.
The nursery rhyme narrowed her eyes. She first saw Jianyang
standing a little farther away. She scalded her hair, grew taller
and thinner. The red and black uniforms of the ck team are
very suitable for him. It looks pretty handsome. There is a
child who doesn’t know where to take the confidence, and



laughs that it is a sunny…
Tong Tong felt that she was hurt by the “glorious eyes”, so she
turned to look at her future teammates -
The single-player cat, red-haired, young, laughs like a silly
scorpion, and kisses the fans under the stage;
Playing wild players, old k, not old, tall, white, medium-sized,
looks very good like a girl, young and looks at the most high
school, this time he is excited and the people around him
speak;
Talking to the old k is zgdx, the current single player, and the
oldest member of the zgdx team. At this moment, he is slightly
frowning and looks absent-minded;
Next to Ming Shen is the adc player Lu Sicheng, chessman,
zgdx team captain, people who need to marry many people in
the mouth and need to marry many people, “Cheng Ge”, when
the light hit him, he is posing with a faceless dead man Face -
the most arrogant is that even the scene is still dumped - even
fans sitting in the half of the ck team are roaring his name.
Next to Cheng Ge is his family assistant, chubby, a fat man
who looks at an optimistic face. Xiaopeng once said in an
interview that sometimes when he plays the game, he is a
single-talker, so much so that he Sometimes he doesn’t know
if Cheng Ge has blocked his voice…
at this time.
The music on the scene became very exciting. When the
nursery rhymes were a little excited, the players standing next
to the trophy turned and walked to the ten computers behind
the stage.
The background board behind the computer lights up.
On the left is the sign of the red and black “ck” team, so the
audience on the left side began to cripple, scream and cheer.
On the right is the blue and white “zgdx” team logo. When the
operator logo lights up, I feel a little happy no matter how
many times I look at it… but this does not prevent the people
around the nursery rhyme from picking up, as if to the left.
The game seems to start roaring, shouting -
After the players were seated in the computer, after the
audience, the two live commentaries of the day began to talk
about each other. At this time, the players did not bring the
soundproof headphones, but it seemed that they were more



relaxed than before. Start drinking water and talking…
At this moment, the guide shot the camera to the auditorium,
so on the large screen that was about to play the game live in
the center of the venue, first of all, the audience in the back
row looked like monkeys, and then the camera slowly moved
forward -
During the two commentary chats, the camera illumined the
vicinity of the nursery rhymes. Some of the girls saw their
faces appear on the big screen, and they shyly covered their
faces with the aids in their hands.
The camera turned to a couple, and after the two men stunned,
they remembered that the audience of the e-sports professional
league had always had the inexplicable custom of “the couple
who must be kissed”, so the girl smiled and pulled the
boyfriend to a enthusiasm. Kiss, the scene cheers and
applauds, and the commentary follows up -
The last shot actually took the nursery rhyme.
Looking at his big face appeared on the screen, the heart of the
nursery rhyme was first “slotted”, and then the first reaction
was: Fortunately, I washed my head before going out this
morning.
Then, on the premise that all the girls had their faces, the
nursery rhymes did not lick their faces, but instead raised a big
smile and waved their hands in the direction of the guide.
So her silly face with a big smile on her head occupied the big
screen for about fifteen seconds.
The commentary is also followed by ridicule:
Another commentary nodded and wanted to answer. Suddenly,
at this time, he suddenly paused, and then this:
On the spot, I was silent for three seconds, then I laughed
collectively.
Fans of the ck team stood up and watched what happened. The
nursery rhymes heard a female fan boasting that “the gods
splashed the water and sprouted.” She rolled her eyes and
looked at her boyfriend. I saw the latter. Just lowering his
head, rubbing it on the computer desk with a paper towel…
There was also a commotion in the ck team, and they blew in
the sounds that only the stage could hear.
“I fuck, Yang God, are you seeing ghosts? The coffee is on the
screen of Laozi.”



The ck team’s order was so good that it looked like a mistake -
just now he clearly saw that Jane had a good cup of coffee,
during which he accidentally turned to look at the big screen
behind him, and then the coffee in the mouth flew out.
“My mother is really a ghost.” Jane sullenly sullenly, throwing
the paper towel in his hand into the waste tray that the staff
handed over. “Isn’t foreign school started? How did she run
Shanghai?”
“Who?”
“My ancestors.”
“…”
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